
Imp~· .ication of ~ynthetic a Priori Judgment 

L- I J 

It has been suggested in the prev~ous chapter that Hurne~s 

brill:iant emp~rical analysis of universal causal relati.on 

~ ... orked as .a gceat stimulus to· Kant • s discovery of 

• synthetic a priori judgments 1 • At sc:me stage of his 
I 

philosophical development Kant was influenced by extreme 

rationalism or 1 what may be called, ••pure or ideal' 

rationalism 111 • 'lhis form of rationalism has recognised an 

unlindted power of reason or thought. Thought by itself 

is in a position to produce necessary or certain knowlepge 

which is true; about this wor~d. Slt it is Hume • s analy~is 
l 

of the causal· judgments which succeeds in changing Kant's 
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faith in the power ?f reason. Hume 1 s ana].ysis of causal. 

jud'9Inents, says N.K.Smith, "awoke Kant frcm his dogmatic 

slumber, and so ultimately led to the raising of the logical 

problem in its widest fQPh ,_ h<i>w synthetic a priori 

judgments, whether matheunatical; physical', or metaphysic_al, 

2 are possible" • 

'!he i· suggestioo, Of course, is not wra1g, l:ut it might 

be misleading. It might ~ thought that Hume•s analysis of 

the causal principle logically leads to Kant 1 s thesis tl)at 

there are synthetic a priori judgm~ts, or that this 
\,i: 

analysis. and Kant 1 s thesis can not be accommodated together. 

'!his ambiguity may constitute a good logic for investigating 

the real ;implication of Hume•s analysis of the universal law 

of causatic:n in our attempt to realise the significan.ce of 

Kant •s thes.:f..,s that some judgments are syntlJ_,3tic a priori. 

I 

. Hume 1 s analysis of causal relation implies not that 

there is :no ,such relation, not that we have, in fact, no 
I . 

science; ·bu~ that the causal relation can not .mean more than 

mere concommitance or regularity, that we .can not claim for 

science any ·superior status than what is enjoyed by the 

contingent empirical judgments, 11that the principle of' 

causality has no possible. rational basis 113
• In the woi'ds of 

Prof. Smith,! Hume•s position on causal relation may be 

stated as a 

I . 
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"'lhe principle that every event must have 
a cause, is neither intuitively nor 
demonstratively certain. so far fran 
there existing a necessary connection 
between the idea of an event as san~thing 
happen~ng in time and ~he idea of a 
c:au~e, no connection of any k.ind, is 
discoverable by u~n4. -. 

Hlme is cons.cious that the universal ca~s;al p,x:inciple, , 

•every eV.ent must have a cause' claims to be nec$ssary:and 

every n~cessary judgment is a' priori. At;;Jain, he is also 

conscious~ that this causal principle is hot analytic ·but 
I 

synthetic since it can not be justified simp.ly by logical 

laws. Thus it may be inferred that though Hurne himself did 
I 

not recognise the existence of syntf1etic a priori judgments, 
' . ' 

I 

he could realise what'-' such judgments w0o1ld have been like, 

if possible.. From this it is not quite unnatural to get 

at the suggestion that the implication of the admission of 

synthetic a priori prosition::; lies in the consequence of the 

denial of those propositions.. And it can not be denied that ,. 

Hume is obviously right in thinking that the denial of . . I 
synttietic: a priori judgments destroys the basis of science 

which claims certainty, makes certain knowledge impossible. 

But Hume was, perhaps, wrong in taking this to 'be the whole 

story. 'Ihe teal impl.ication of this denial may be much. 

' more devastating than HUine thOl.~ght it to be. It might be 

said that the negation of the existence o~ synthetic a 

priori. judgments destroys not only necessary knowledge or 

I . 
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science but also the possibility of empirical knowledge, 

which does not cla.irn to be necessary. 'Ihis is also clear 

from Prof. Smith's statement when to express Kant's 

continued belief in the Idealist view of thought he writes a 
. . 

11 Though pure thought never by ita~lf amounts to knowledg~ 
- ! ; 

-- therein Kant departtJ fran the· extreme rationalist 

position - only thr·ough it i::; any knowledge, empirical or 

a priori, po~sible at all 115 • 

'Ihe great merit of Kant • s thesis • some judgments are 

synthetic a priori•, it is thought~ is that it saves us 

frcm accepting some 1mpalatable consequences, e. g., th~re is 

no science, experi~nce is impossible, and so on. From.this 

"' we might be tempted to assert that Kant • s thesis secures 

every.thing that we miss by Hume' s denial of synthetic a 

priori judgment, that this thesis implies that Hume was 

mistaken in his denial of synthetic a priori jtl.dgments. We 

could assert this without hesitation if Hwne and Kant had 

denied and affirmed, respectively, the same thing. But this 

does not :;;eem to be obvious.· Kant himself, of course, 'believes 

that Hume has denied exactly what he has affirmed in the 

statement, 'there are synthetic a priori judgments•. In 
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other words, if we canmit ourselves to Kant• s thesis, we are 

to admit phy~ical science; an'd if we refuse .to admit it, we 

thereby miss , even .empirical knowledge, which, Hume himself . 
was not ready to deny. This may be taken to be the real 

' 
implicatiOn of Kant • s thesis, 'sQne judgments are ·synthetic 

a priori'. Let us see, in what follows, how far it is t~e 
I ' 

that Kant's thesis has this implication, and whether it has 

this implication without any further assumption; wheth~r the 

affirmation of Kant's thesis implies the falsity of HUrne's 

denial of synthetic a priori judgments. 

I • 

H.l.me subscribes to the doctrine that all true 
. . 

propositions are either analytic a priori or synthetic a 
' 

posteriori. Hume•s conclusion that there is no synthetic 

a priori proposition rests upon this dichotomy of judgments. 
I 

If for l:he sake of argument we admit this dichotomy, we can 

not deny Hume• s cooalusion without contradiction. Again·, 
i 

assuming that Kant is n':>t log;toally wron9 .:Ln affirming the 

existence :of synthetic a prior~ judgments; we can ee.Sily 
• . I 

draw the conclusion that Hume and Kant have not referred 
! 

r 
to the same thing· when they denied or aff i,rmed • synthetic 

a priori judgments •. 

~ 
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The same conclusion will follow even if we proceed in 

a different way. Both Htune and Kant have admitted that we 

can deny any. synthHt.Lc judgment without self-contradiction. 

They have also admitted that we can not so deny any 

analytic proposition. As because Hwme has denied but Kant 

has affirmed synthetic a priori judgments, inspite of their 
. . . 

fundamental agreement on the me.aning of 1 analytic' and 

• synthetic' judgments, they can not mean the same thing when 

they deny or affirm 1 synthetic a priori judgments •. 

If we .·tdrni t this conclusion, v1e can not but hesitate 

to concede to the c:laim that the affirmation of Kant • s 

synthetic· a pril!>ri judgment8 implies that HtUne was mistaken 

.in denying synthetic a priori judgments. 

L- IV J 

" 

Can we hope to find any possible way of showing that 

Hume '.vill deny what Kant has affirmed by the statement, 

t some judgments are synthetic a priori' ? our ans\\rer to 

this can be af f i.crn ai: i ve • From what; has been already said it 

is clear that Hu~e will riot .admit of any such propositions 

which state something about the world and yet claim to be 

necessary in the sense that they are justified simply by 

logical laws. This is quite justified, but not a bold step 
. . 

at all.. We can not expect that the synthetic judgment;:.; will 

i . 
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I . 
be justified by the law of ·contradiction if we already 

define synth~tio judgments as those judgments wl)ich oan; be 
• ! 

; 

I denied without self-contra~iction. 11 The oootrary of ev~ry 
• • I 

matter of fact is still possible; because it can never 

imply a contradiction, and is conceived by the mind with the 

same facilit~ and distinctness, qS if ever S9·09nfarmabie 

to. reality 116 .i 

HJ.me ,will also deny a.Q.othe.t 'kitid of judgment., He has 
. I 

identified syntheticJ judgments with the etrtpt~ioal ones and 
' • ' ! 

• i 

such judgmept;s, acco.tding to Ji.tme, al;'e contirlgent. Nqw, if 
.. 

any synthetic. judgmEmt claims to be more than contingent, it 

will be impossible for the simple reason that the on~y 

justification! that Hume could discover for any synthetic 
I . 

judgment, 't.e!., judgmeJ;ltS concerning ~atters of fact, was 
I 

experience. Let. us state it in Hwn~• s own words J 
I 

11 When it i.s asked, what is the nature of .Ul 
our reasonings concerning matter of fact ] 
the proper answer seems to be, that they 
are founded on the relation of cause and 

, effect. · When agaia it is asked, what is 
the foundation of all our reasonings and 
copclus~ons concerning that relat~on 1 it 
may be replied in one word, Exper~enoeq7. 

Sense-experience can not justify any discrimination 

between any ordinary empirical statement, li~e •grass is 

green • and any principle of physical scien.ce, like, • every 

event must have a cause•. !n other words, to Hume all 
" 
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I • 

I 
synthetic judgments are of the same status. He, will deny 

all synthetic judgments w~ich preten?- to be more than . 

contingent, i.e., not contingent in the ordinary sense of 

the term - judgment-s which can not be justifi~d by sense 

-experience •. 

Kant • s synthetic a priori jU.d9ffients are of this k:::.1d. 

He holds that there are propositions which state 'the 

conditions of the possibility of $>Cperienctt I, or the funda

mental def~ning characteristics of experience. SUch 

propositi:'ons. are· not analytic for if we deny that there is 

human exper.··.ience, no contradiction arises. But aga1;n, they 

are not·like: ordinary contingent propositions. If the truth 
I 

of a proposi~ioh is the condition of 
1
the possibility of 

t!J 
' ' 

experience itself, there is no point in seeking the verdict 

of experi'ence to know whether it is true or not. Thus if 

we assume. that there is human experience, we can assert 

those propositions a priori. It is this kind of proposi

tions which ~ant calls synthetic a priori, and Hume will 

defiqitely deny tli.em. 'l'hus it is not quit~ unjustified to 

hold that the affiDnation of Kant's synthetic a priori 
' 

judgments implies that Hume is mistaken in denying synthetic 

a priori judgments. 

I • 
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I • 

. 
Huma h~ identified synthetic judgments with empirical 

judgments, and such judgments are, he says, contingent.: 

'Ihus if any judgment claims to be more than contingent and 

yet ~o be syqthetic, it is not possible. The judgments· of 
I 

science are of this type qnd so ~cien~e is, Hume will say, 

impossible. ·The whole gamut of ~nowledge or judgment is, 

according to Hume, •axhauiJted'by ·c&nalytio ~d empirical 

judgments. 

Kant :is 'conv.in<Jed that there are synthetic a pr1ori ,. 

judgments in mathemHticsand logic; and so, he argues, 

science is possible~ This means that the existence of 
synthetic a priori judgments makes ~~ience possible. But 

' I Q ' 

I 

we should rather say that if the judgements of sciences are such 

that they claim more than to be contingent in the ordinary 

sen::>e but les:s than to be logically necessary, then the 

recognition of synthetic a priori judgments implies the' 

existence of science. 'lhis is, no doubt, an important fact 
1;1 

aoout the syn;theti<;: a priori ··,judgments. But i what is more 

fundament~l about them is someth~ng different. It is this 

' that if wei _exclude synthetic a priori judgments frcm the 

class of judg~ents, ·the class of judg1nents will. thereby .be 

rendered empty. £t is not simply false that all synthetic 

" 
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I ' 
judgments'. arc:i empirical, but. that it is absurd. It is not 

possible to have empirical judgments without reqognising a 

different type of syntheti? judgments, which are not as 

contingent as the empirical ones. They are, what may be 

called, Kant •:s synthetic a priori judgments. 

I 
But how .is it that empirical judgments require some 

other judgments which are qot themselves empirical ? ·r.·.ls 

is not unnatural. ·n1ere must b~,· according to Kant, an 

element of compulsion, sane kind of necessity, a universal 

element, ·w~ich distinguishes a judgment frqm·a fiction or 

mere opinion, from c!l. psychological association of ideas. 

Judgment is ·r1ot a matter of caprice. Ln B.l43, Kant has 

made a clear :distinc:tion between a psychological associa-· 

tion of i4eaS:, ahd obj.!ective unity of ;given representations 

or judgment. In a psychological association the relation 

between the ideas is casual and contingent; but in 

judgment this: relation is no longer arbitrary. It is govern

ed by a law that is linked with the unity of the self. ·.'!his 

relation is necessary even when the judgmen·t· is not 
! 

concerned to assert the relation as necessary. In other 

words, it holds good even if the judgment is empirical. 'Ihe 

empirical judgment, 11 all bodies are heavy 11 does not assert 

that if we suiPport a body, we feel an impression of weight,. 

it does not assert that this impression may be different for 

different per~ons at different times. It asserts that the 



impressions of 'body• .,;and •weight' are ccmbined in the 

abject itself. I c:anbine them not simply because I am 

pleased to do that, but because I feel sane sort of 
I 
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compulsion. 'lhis implies that there are some principleis or 

laws behind the organisation of the sense-impressions into .. 
a unity. Th~s is, perhaps, true even in the

1
case of the 

' 

so-called emotive jud91T1ents, which may not be called 

judgments 1if judged by the more or less well accep~ed 

criteric:n of •truth-claim •. This principle of ·organisation 

can not be supplied by the .brute facts of experience; it is 

to be imported from outside of experience. 'lhis should·be 

obvious from the fact that.a principle of organisation can 

not itself be one o:E the items to be organised; from the 

fact· that in a logical argument no· principle of that 

argument can be a conclusion of that argwnent. Moreover, 
I ' 

if th~ principles are to be received from the&in~ressions 

themselves, any organisation will be as better as the 

other. There will t~ no intelligible way of distinguishing 

between a:mere psychologicaL association of ideas and a! 

judgment; ·a mere opinion and knowledge. The principles are 

to b7 a priori. Again, the principles are not analytical. 

'Ihey have no 'intrinsic necessity. '!hey woul'd have possessed 

intrinsic necessity if it weEe impossible for human 
j I I 

experience not to occur. But tnis is not the case. They 

can not, of course, be denied if there is 'human experience 

I 
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I • 
or knowledge r but the denial. of hwnan eXperience does not 

involve any self-contradiction. 'Xhus with refer.ence to. 

human experience th,3se principles are both a p.z=:iori and 

synthetic. These principles are the conditions of the 

possibility of experience and we have already s~en that 

Kant•s synthetic a priori judgments express ~uch conditions. 

Thus the synthetic a priori judgments are to be recognised 

not only for the sake of a special type o~ experience called 

science, which claims to be necessary or, at least, more 

than contingent; but also for empirical knowledge, which 

does not so· claim. 'lhis is thought to be the full impiica-

tion of synthetic a priori judgments, and, perhaps, Hume 

would not have denied them if he could realise this full 

implicatiai. 

In connection with what has been stated as the full 

implication of: synthetic a priori judgments two issues 

might be suggested. It is true that for the validity of 

the statement, 11no forms of ~owl edge, even empirical on~, 

is possible without synthetic a priori- judgments" we need 

not k11ow wheth¢r anybody happens to admit· it or not. 
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Hence, we can avoid the discussion of the question as to 

whether Hume would not have denied synthetic a priori 

• 
judgments if he could realise its full implication. But 

the valiqity of that statement requires a certain 

conception of ~1owledge and ~his conception of knowledge 

does not enjoy universal consent. It re~ires that 

knowledge is always judgmental. Judgment is systematisa-

tion; it :involves organisation or interpretation ~hich 

requires. synthetic a priori principles. One s~ch 

principle recogn:...3ed by Kant is, 11every· event must have a 

cause 11 • But it might be said that we can have knowledge 

which is not discursive. .It might be claimed that we have 

knowledge even when our awareness is simply an awareness of 

an existence, and not of an existence of a certain sort. 

The indeterminate or 11Nirvikalpaka11 perception recognised 
~ . I 

by the Ny~ya philosophers may be used to subs.,tantiate th .. is 
I ' 

claim. It is, of course, not necessary, for our purpose, 

to establish or destablise this claim.· But what is 

important· is that the vie•,,·, 11 even empirical kn,)wledge lis 

not possible wi thoui: synthetic a priori judgments 11 can not 

be accepted without reservation; for its validity will be 

affected by ~he existence of indeterminate perception, if 

tt1.ere is any. 'Ihus we shouid rather say that no forms .lf 

knowledge, e~en emp1rioal, ie P<?:;.Jsible without the 

recognition of synthetic a priori judgments, provide.d 
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judgment is the unit of knowledge. 

Anothep i~sue, \'lhich ia not ~lrel.ated. with the inv~~ti

gation of t~e ~mplication of synthetic a prio~i judgment~ 
; I I 

deserves attention. Wit he.ve seon t·hat judgments require 

some principles of organisation, and we have also seen that ,. 

these pril]Ciples are to be ~ynthetic and a priori. 'Ihese 

principles j:lre Kant • s synthetic u priori judgments. .Kant• s 
I I . 

efforts are ditected to establish that there ·are such 
I ' 

principles, but he has rlot established that these principles 

are judgment. :Moreover, there are definite objections 

against describing them as judgments. 'lbe most reasonable 

objection, ~erhaps, is that a principle which makes judgment 

possible can not itself be a ju.dgment, for in that case we 
p 

shall have to admit that for judgment to be porsible there 

is no n·eed of qny such principle. Walsh writes "synthetic 

a priori judgments fall in a class of their own, an~ it may 

even be sugges~ed that t:hey are not judgments at ·dll 118 • 

'l'he relation of this issue with the investigation, here 

undertaken, is !that if these principles are not judgment,. 

the investigation loses its me·a,ning and Kant•s. very problem 
. ~: 

of 11synthetic ~ priori judgment" is reduced to a pseu~o 
I • 

-problem. 
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No f.onn of knowled:Je is possible, we have seen ° above, 

without t!le pecognitioo of synthetic a priori judgments. 

Synthetic: a priori knowledge, in its turn, requires a new 

conception :'Jf mind. According to Kant, we can not have 
.. 

synthetic' a priori knowledge if we ~onceive human mind after 
I Q 

the fashion bf the em~iricists or the, rationalists. Accord-

ing to them, knowledge is mere analysis - either analys.is of 

universal a priori laws or analysis of the manifold of 

experience revealed in sense. For both of them, mind is 

passoive in knowle<-'l:ge. But for Kant, mind is not simply a 
D . 

"clean slate" upon which experience writes the whimsical 

will~. 
• 0 i 

Our mind supplies the required principles for 

organising tl)e discrete senoe-manifolds into experience. 

Thus the existence of synthetic a pr~ori judgm•::nts !~plies 

a conception. of m~nd, different from th9se of the 

rationalists . and the empi.J;"icists. 11 If we assuine that the 

human mind i~ purely passive in knowledge, we can not 

explain the a priori knowledge which we undoubtedly 
9 pc:;>ssess 11 

• 

I ·• 
The ixistence of syn,hetic a prjlori judgments impl~es 

a sepond change also- a revolutionary changeQin our 

outlook - a change which is not unrelated with the change 

in the coqceP,tion of mind. We can not have synthetic a: 
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a pr~ori judgments, i.e., judgments expressing conditions 
I 

of experience if such conditions are to depend upon ~he 

world we experience rather than .t~.pon our own faculties lhat 

we employ in 
1

experie11cing the world; for in that oase the 
synthetic a priori judgments, ace ording to·· Kant, wilJ. be 

reduced tQ.contingent empirical judgments. Hence, the 

existence,. of syn·bhetic a priori judgments implies a 

fundamental ·change in philosophical method. we should no 

mare stick to the long cherished idea, 11 our knowledge mus·t 

conform to objec"ts" but subscribe to a new one, uobjects 
IV 

must conform to our knowledge 11 instead. 'lhis revolutionary 

change has been described as •copernican revolution• by 

Kant himself. By this revolution Kant does 11ot suggest 

that·mind can create things, as far as their existence ·is 

concerned, b'/ think:Lng them • "What he is suggesting is 

that \V"e can not know things, that they can not be oojects 

of knowle~ge for us, except in so far as they are subjected 

to certain a priori conditions of knowledge on the part of 

1'0 the subject 11 • 

I • 
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